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Spring weather can be maddening. You’re walking around with bare legs one day, and bundling up in your winter coat the next. The key to Spring dressing is layers.
But layers can be bulky and uncomfortable – not what you’re looking for.
Once again, Cushie b to the rescue! Cushie b knit separates are lightweight but warm. The thin layers don’t hide your shape, and they’re just so stylish.

Kimono Cardigan
You know that shapeless sweater you throw on over absolutely everything you wear? Ditch it. Cushie b’s Kimono cardigan goes
with everything elegantly.
Made in America with Italian viscose and extra fine merino wool from Italy, this cardigan is as soft as a cloud. The sheer
panels drape over your outfit without concealing it.
Available in silver grey/black, deep red/wine, and teal blue/navy.

Black Pointelle Knit Camisole
A great camisole is hard to find. It needs to be thin enough to go under other layers, but it also has to be attractive (and opaque)
enough to be worn by itself. And lace trim makes a cami look too much like lingerie and not enough like clothes.
Cushie b’s black pointelle knit camisole is the classic layering piece you’ve been waiting for. Knit from nylon/rayon pointelle, it
hugs your curves while covering them. At 26 inches long, this camisole will stay put.
Wear it under a deep vneck when you want a little more coverage, or under a big, drapey sweater.

Simple A-Line Cotton Lycra Tank
Cushie b’s simple aline cotton lycra tank is another amazing wardrobe staple. Wide straps cover your bra while the princess
seaming and aline silhouette flatter your curves. Elegant and opaque enough to wear alone on a hot day, this tank is thin enough to fit under other layers to protect
you from the Spring chill.
Cushie b’s simple aline cotton lycra tank comes in oatmeal melange, Mediterranean blue, and black. This is one of those pieces that you’ll want to get in every color
because it’s just so versatile.
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Cozy Draped Blanket Cardigan
Rainy Spring days make you want to curl up on the couch and wrap yourself in a cozy
blanket. You can get that same feeling from Cushie b’s Cozy Draped Blanket Cardigan while
looking stylish and put together.
The ribbed, fitted sleeves keep you from getting lost in this cozy cardigan. The front drapes
and cascades, offering style and warmth. If you must keep a cardi draped over the back of
your office chair just in case – make it this one.
Cushie b’s Cozy Draped Blanket Cardigan is available in black and periwinkle blue.

Layers Don’t Have to Look Sloppy
With lightweight, elegant separates from Cushie b, you can pile on layers in style. And you won’t be afraid to remove your top layer, because your camisole or tank
will look great alone. When you invest in layering pieces, you’ll be elegant Spring after Spring.
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Customer Service
For questions or concerns, please call or text us at
18004250310.
To email us, click here.
You can also reach us by fax at 18443080106.
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